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 Zero Waste Vendor Guidelines

The City of Glenwood Springs is dedicated to reducing our environmental footprint in many ways. Taking 
advantage of the festive nature of special events and the ability to craft them into educational microcosms we 
have created specific guidelines for event operations to represent our environmental ethos.  With the support of 
vendors and organizers, the events will showcase the result of eco-friendly purchasing, dedicated staff, waste 
education and sorting.

In this guide we discuss the sustainability requirements for exhibitors, food vendors and samplers. Please know 
that we are here to guide you before and during the festival and we appreciate your support. Please contact 
Alyssa Reindel at either 970.987.3140 or Alyssa@EverGreenZeroWaste.com with any questions associated with 
these sustainability initiatives or for assistance with sourcing compliant materials.

Your responsibilities as a Glenwood Springs event participant:

1) Follow the zero waste vendor guidelines below to source eco-friendly, certified compliant dinnerware & 
sample materials. Promote your commitment to operate as an eco-friendly vendor at your booth.

2) All disposable materials given out by craft vendors and sponsors must also be compostable, recyclable, 
edible or reusable. Paper promotional materials specific to the event must be printed on 100% recycled 
content paper. Please refrain from neon paper as it is too bright to be recyclable.

3) All booth decorating materials must be reusable. Single-use decorations, such as disposable table cloths, are 
not allowed.

4) All vendors must properly sort their waste materials during the event using Zero Waste Stations. Food 
vendors generating back-of-house waste should request their own zero waste station to sort their materials 
inside their booth. Event staff will educate all vendors about proper sorting before the event, but it is the 
vendor’s responsibility to manage their waste station correctly and to keep it out of the public’s reach (we 
want them to use the public stations & interact with staff). Please do not use the dumpsters after the event 
has been closed by organizers.

Thank you for positively representing Glenwood Springs and our community festival sustainability goals; we 
couldn’t do it without you and are excited to present your efforts to the community. We hope you embrace these 
green requirements, taking them wherever you operate to influence other planners, attendees and vendors. 

Preferred Compostable Dinnerware Supplier:
EverGreen ZeroWaste - Based in the Roaring Fork Valley, EverGreen ZeroWaste sells certified compostable 
dinnerware and offers guidance for adhering to Glenwood Springs’ vendor requirements. For more information 
please contact Alyssa@EverGreenZeroWaste.com or 970.987.3140. 



Glenwood Springs Zero Waste Guidelines
for Food Vendors and Samplers

PLATES
All plates must be compostable. They 

can either be made of paper or 
sugarcane. Eco-Products, Chinet and  
generic, uncoated paper plates are 

compliant. They cannot have a plastic 
lining.

BOWLS & FOOD TRAYS
All bowls and "boats" must be compost- 
able. They can either be made of paper 
or sugarcane. Eco-Products and Chinet 

are compliant. They cannot have a plastic 
lining.

COLD CUPS & LIDS
All plastic cold cups must be larger than 6oz, 

made with recycled plastic and have a 
#1, #2 or a #5 on the bottom. Eco-Products’ 

“Blue Stripe” line is a good example. 
We do not recommend lids or straws. 

Reusable souvenir cups are also acceptable.

HOT CUPS & LIDS
All hot cups & lids must be compostable. 
Cups cannot have a plastic lining; they 
must come from a company that uses a 
corn-based lining. They must be labeled 

“compostable” on the outside.

UTENSILS
All utensils must be compostable, such 
as PLA or bamboo. Please ensure they 
are labeled as compostable and not 

biodegradable. Packaging must be onsite.  
DO NOT BUY "DISPOZO"  or "EARTH CHOICE.”



SAMPLE / PORTION CUPS
Portion cups & cups smaller than 6oz must be 

paper-based without a plastic lining. 
Napkins, toothpicks, cupcake wrappers & 

waxed paper are also good options for samples. 
Plastic cups are not allowed.

CLAMSHELLS
All to-go type containers must be paper- 
based & compostable. They must either 
be uncoated or use a corn-based liner. 
Styrofoam & plastic are not allowed.

WRAPS
All liners or wraps must be paper-based 
& compostable. They can either be an 

uncoated paper or a wax paper. 
Aluminum foil is not acceptable.

Aluminum cans & plastic bottles greater than 6oz 

are recyclable and compliant with these requirements.


